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ENGLISH LITERATURE AS level Component 1

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
2i 173 13.5 2.2 20 67.6 100
2ii 173 24.7 7 40 61.6 100
8 19 23.4 4.9 40 58.6 11
9 38 28 5.2 40 70.1 22

10 2 26.5 0.7 40 66.3 1.2
12 35 22.4 8.2 40 55.9 20.2
13 61 24.2 6.3 40 60.5 35.3
14 15 25.3 5.3 40 63.3 8.7
15 3 25 10.8 40 62.5 1.7
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Candidate B







Sticky Note

Sensible/clear points.



Sticky Note

Clear ideas (AO1) and clear support (AO2) Band 3 so far.



Sticky Note

Sensible engagement with language and meaning







Sticky Note

AO1: Some sound development of ideasAO2: Clear/sensible



Sticky Note

Sets out ideas - AO1



Sticky Note

AO1 - Sets out a clear engagement with the question.







Sticky Note

Quite general



Sticky Note

Bordering on narrative







Sticky Note

Implicit reference to the text and analysis of meaning - AO2



Sticky Note

AO5: Attempts to offer another viewpoint











Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3: Sensible and clearAO2: Band 3: Some clearAO3: Some clear (JUST Band 3)AO5: Attempts a counter argument but not developed/secure in places
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Section B: Prose Fiction Post-1900 


 
In the rubric for this section, candidates are informed that they will need to analyse how 
meanings are shaped and to take account of relevant contexts and different interpretations 
which have informed their reading of their set prose text, even though this is not re-stated 
in each question.  
 
The following guidelines indicate where and how rewards can be earned and offer 
suggestions about the approaches candidates might take. When judging how much reward a 
candidate has earned under the different assessment objectives, examiners must consult 
the relevant assessment grid and look for a best fit which will then dictate a numerical mark.  
 


 
Section B: Mark allocation 


 
AO1 AO2 AO3 AO5 
10 10 10 10 
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Q9 “In A Room with a View, Forster persuades us that any hope for the future 
lies with the young.” How far do you agree with this statement?  [40] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the given view 
where candidates have engaged in a clear, well organized and effective discourse 
which they have written in an academic style and register. Credit will also be given 
for appropriate use of terminology. 
 
Band 1 responses will tend to narrate sections of the novel and describe 
characters and events in order to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
the text at a superficial level. In Band 2 there may be flaws in focus and 
organization but we should see some understanding of the concepts underpinning 
the presentation of abstract ideas, characters and events in prose fiction. Band 3 
work should demonstrate relevant engagement with the text, task and key 
concepts while in Bands 4 and 5 we should see an increasingly confident, well-
informed and perceptive discussion. 
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways meanings are shaped through narrative techniques 
and language choices, candidates might draw upon the following: 
 


• overview: candidates may choose to agree with the view or challenge the 
statement/offer a more balanced approach. 


• candidates could argue that for the most part Forster presents the younger 
characters as being more open to change. 


• candidates may wish to argue that often the young and older characters 
are used as foils in the text – the intransigent views of the older generation 
in stark contrast to the new ideas embodied by the younger characters. 


• candidates may wish to challenge this idea with the presentation of Mr 
Emerson and Mr Beebe and, to some extent. Charlotte at the end of the 
novel. 


 
In Band 1, narrative/descriptive responses are likely to assert points related to the 
view with only broad support/reference. In Band 2, we should see the start of 
points about authorial techniques with valid support. Band 3 writing should 
demonstrate a grasp of the significance of form (such as narrative point of view 
and the use of dialogue) while in Bands 4 and 5 we should see increasingly 
detailed and confident discussion of these matters and some more subtle aspects 
of prose style such as the creation of tone and subtext through language choices. 
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AO3 We are likely to see reference to a range of relevant contexts and their influence 
upon the ways in which Forster presents the young and older characters and the 
ways in which different audiences understand this presentation. Candidates are 
likely to draw upon some of the following which will need to be integrated 
relevantly into their discussions: 
 


• the restrictions and changing nature of the English class system 
• women’s status and related ideas about education/marriage/property 
• Edwardian codes of manners/customs/morals 
• English values/traditions and the conflict with foreign culture. 


 
In Band 1 we might see accounts/descriptions of one or more contextual points 
which are not related to task or supported by text. In Band 2 there should be 
some clear understanding of the ways issues such as those above are significant 
in the shaping of this text. In Band 3 we should see a wider approach to contexts 
and clear appreciation of their influence upon the text. In Bands 4 and 5 there will 
be an increasingly confident discussion and analysis of context 
 


AO5 Candidates must engage with the view expressed in the question. They may 
approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
 


• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they 
have chosen from A Room with a View 


• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 
quotations from other readers 


• a combination of both of the above. 
 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of A Room 
with a View which are relevant to the ideas about the younger and older 
characters and we will give credit for reference to relevant critical views – 
especially when the candidate has used a critical reading to develop a personal 
approach to Forster’s presentation of characters and ideas. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be 
fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the 
recognition of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant 
to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing 
confidence and expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to 
candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text. At this level, candidates 
might challenge the assertions in the question and suggest readings which take 
issue with the idea put forward in the critical statement. 
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Jean Rhys: Wide Sargasso Sea (Penguin Classics) 
 
Q12 “The role of the husbands in Wide Sargasso Sea is to expose the faults of 


the Victorian male.” In the light of this view, discuss the role and 
importance of The Husband in Wide Sargasso Sea. [40] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the where 
candidates have engaged with the viewpoint/presentation of husbands in a clear, 
well-organised and effective discourse which they have written in an academic 
style and register. Credit will also be given for appropriate use of terminology. 
 
Band 1 responses will tend to narrate sections of the novel and describe events 
and characters in order to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the text 
at a superficial level. In Band 2 there may be flaws in focus and organization but 
we should see some understanding of the concepts underpinning the presentation 
and function of characters in prose fiction. Band 3 work should demonstrate 
relevant engagement with the text, task and key concepts while in Bands 4 and 5 
we should see an increasingly confident, well-informed and perceptive discussion. 
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways meanings are shaped in presenting ideas about the 
viewpoint/presentation of husbands through narrative techniques and language 
choices, candidates might draw upon the following: 
 


• overview: candidates will most likely agree with the statement in the 
question although there is room to disagree and make quite 
interesting/perceptive points about authorial intent. 


• the ‘husband’ embodies ideas about Victorian male patriarchy/dominance 
• the ‘husband’ embodies ideas about Victorian class status/privilege 
• candidates could challenge the idea that the ‘husband’ only stands for the 


faults of the ‘Victorian’ male and argue that he is the representation of all 
male power/dominance and the suffering women face because of the 
abuse of this power 


• candidates could also challenge the statement by arguing that Rhys’ 
presentation of the ‘husband’ is a way of ‘writing back’ – a response to the 
presentation of Bertha in Jane Eyre. Therefore the ‘husband’ functions 
merely as the representation of Mr Rochester and nothing else. 


 
In Band 1, narrative/descriptive responses are likely to assert points about 
husbands with only broad support/reference. In Band 2, we should see the start 
of points about authorial techniques with valid support. Band 3 writing should 
demonstrate a grasp of the significance of form (such as narrative point of view 
and the use of dialogue) while in Bands 4 and 5 we should see increasingly 
detailed and confident discussion of these matters and some more subtle aspects 
of prose style such as the creation of tone and subtext through language choices. 
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AO3 We are likely to see reference to a range of relevant contexts and their influence 
upon the ways in which Rhys presents husbands and the ways in which different 
audiences understand these characters. Candidates are likely to draw upon some 
of the following which will need to be integrated relevantly into their discussions: 
 


• attitudes towards marriage 
• status of women in English and Caribbean cultures 
• slavery and emancipation 
• colonial influence  
• wealth 
• English inheritance laws 
• the supernatural (Obeah) 
• customs and ceremonies. 


 
In Band 1 we might see accounts/descriptions of one or more contextual points 
which are not related to task or supported by text. In Band 2 there should be 
some clear understanding of the ways issues such as those above are significant 
in the shaping of this text. In Band 3 we should see a wider approach to contexts 
and clear appreciation of their influence upon the text. In Bands 4 and 5 there will 
be an increasingly confident discussion and analysis of the ways in which 
accurately identified/understood contexts influence the novel. 
 


AO5 Candidates may approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
 


• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they 
have chosen from Wide Sargasso Sea. 


• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 
quotations from other readers. 


• a combination of both of the above. 
 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of Wide 
Sargasso Sea which are relevant to the presentation of husbands and we will give 
credit for reference to relevant critical views – especially when the candidate has 
used a critical reading to develop a personal approach to Rhys’s presentation of 
husbands. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be 
fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the 
recognition of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant 
to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing 
confidence and expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to 
candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text. 
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Q13 How far do you agree with the view that “in Wide Sargasso Sea, Rhys 
presents us with a fragmented and broken world”? [40] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the viewpoint 
where candidates have engaged in a clear, well-organised and effective discourse 
which they have written in an academic style and register. Credit will also be 
given for appropriate use of terminology. 
 
Band 1 responses will tend to describe characters and events in the novel in 
order to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the text at a superficial 
level. In Band 2 there may be flaws in focus and organization but we should see 
some understanding of the concepts underpinning the ideas in the critical 
statement in prose fiction. Band 3 work should demonstrate relevant engagement 
with the text, task and key concepts while in Bands 4 and 5 we should see an 
increasingly confident, well-informed and perceptive discussion. 
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways meanings are shaped in Wide Sargasso Sea in 
presenting ideas which engage with the viewpoint, candidates might draw upon 
the following: 
 


• overview: candidates may choose to agree with the view or challenge the 
statement/offer a more balanced approach. 


• mode of narration (the shift between different voices) and the structure of 
the novel adds to the fragmentation of the novel – the reader starts to 
question the ‘truth’ of the events which are being narrated. 


• the function of dreams in the text. These arguably add to the fragmented 
and broken nature of the text as these are where the characters’ true 
thoughts/feelings/desires surface. 


• the fragmentation/broken nature of culture/society/relationships in the 
novel. 


 
In Band 1, narrative/descriptive responses are likely to assert points about the 
statement with only broad support/reference. In Band 2, we should see the start 
of points about authorial techniques with valid support. Band 3 writing should 
demonstrate a grasp of the significance of form (such as narrative point of view 
and the use of dialogue) while in Bands 4 and 5 we should see increasingly 
detailed and confident discussion of these matters and some more subtle aspects 
of prose style such as the creation of tone and subtext through language choices. 
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AO3 We are likely to see reference to a range of relevant contexts and their influence 
upon the ways in which Rhys presents ideas related to the viewpoint and the 
ways in which different audiences understand her techniques. Candidates are 
likely to draw upon some of the following which will need to be integrated 
relevantly into their discussions: 
 


• slavery and emancipation 
• colonial influence / ownership of different islands /tensions between 


France and England 
• status of women in English and Caribbean cultures 
• wealth 
• gender roles in English and Caribbean cultures 
• attitudes towards marriage 
• the supernatural (Obeah) 
• religion and its role in colonisation 
• customs and ceremonies. 


 
In Band 1 we might see accounts/descriptions of one or more contextual points 
which are not related to task or supported by text. In Band 2 there should be 
some clear understanding of the ways issues such as those above are significant 
in the shaping of this text. In Band 3 we should see a wider approach to contexts 
and clear appreciation of their influence upon the text. In Bands 4 and 5 there will 
be an increasingly confident discussion and analysis of the ways in which 
accurately identified/understood contexts influence the novel. 
 


AO5 Candidates may approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
 


• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they 
have chosen from Wide Sargasso Sea 


• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 
quotations from other readers 


• a combination of both of the above. 
 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of Wide 
Sargasso Sea which are relevant to the presentation of ideas related to the 
viewpoint and we will give credit for reference to relevant critical views – 
especially when the candidate has used a critical reading to develop a personal 
approach to Rhys’s presentation of these ideas. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to be 
fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the 
recognition of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant 
to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing 
confidence and expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to 
candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text. 
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Component 1 Section B Assessment Grid 
 


Band 


AO1 
Articulate informed, personal and creative 


responses to literary texts, using associated 
concepts and terminology, and coherent, 


accurate written expression 
10 marks 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are 


shaped in texts 
 
 


10 marks 


AO3 
Demonstrate understanding of the 
significance and influence of the 


contexts in which literary texts are 
written and received 


10 marks 


AO5 
Explore literary texts 
informed by different 


interpretations 
 


10 marks 


5 


9-10 marks 
• Perceptive discussion of text 
• Very well developed argument. 
• Confident grasp of concepts and apt use of 


terminology. 
• Accurate, fluent expression.  


9-10 marks 
• Detailed critical understanding of 


writers’ techniques to create 
meaning. 


• Confident and apt textual support. 


9-10 marks 
• Perceptive discussion of 


significance and influence of 
context. 


• Confident analysis of wider 
context in which novel is written 
and received. 


9-10 marks 
• Confident and informed 


discussion of other 
relevant interpretations. 


4 


7-8 marks 
• Clearly informed discussion of text. 
• Effectively structured argument. 
• Secure grasp of concepts and secure and 


sensible use of terminology.  
• Expression generally accurate and clear. 


7-8 marks 
• Sound analysis and evaluation of 


writers’ techniques to create 
meaning. 


• Appropriate and secure textual 
support. 


7-8 marks 
• Sound appreciation of significance 


and influence of context. 
• Sound analysis of wider context in 


which novel is written and 
received 


7-8 marks 
• Makes clear and 


purposeful use of other 
relevant interpretations. 


3 


5-6 marks 
• Engages with text and response is mostly 


relevant to question.  
• Some sensible grasp of key concepts.  
• Generally appropriate terminology.  
• Expression tends to be accurate and clear, 


but there may be lapses.  


5-6 marks 
• Clear grasp of writers’ use of 


structure, form and language to 
create meaning. 


• Generally clear and appropriate 
textual support.  


5-6 marks 
• Clear grasp of the importance of 


context. 
• Clear grasp of wider context in 


which novel is written and 
received. 


5-6 marks 
• Makes use of other 


relevant interpretations. 


2 


3-4 marks 
• Attempts to engage with text and organise 


material, though not always relevant to 
question. 


• Some, not always relevant use of concepts 
and terminology.  


• Expression may feature inaccuracies. 


3-4 marks 
• Can make some basic points about 


use of structure, form and 
language to create meaning. 


• Can support some points by 
reference to texts. 


3-4 marks 
• Can acknowledge the importance 


of contexts 
• Makes some connections 


between novel and contexts 


3-4 marks 
• Can acknowledge that 


texts may be 
interpreted in more 
than one way.  


1 


1-2 marks 
• Understands text at a superficial or literal 


level.  
• Offers some ideas about texts.   
• Shows some grasp of basic terminology, 


though this may be occasional.  
• Errors in expression and lapses in clarity.  


1-2marks 
• May identify a few basic stylistic 


features. 
• May offer narrative/descriptive 


comment on texts. 
• Occasional textual support.  


1-2 marks 
• May describe basic context  
• May describe wider context in 


which novel is written and 
received. 


1-2 marks 
• Can describe other 


views with partial 
understanding. 


0 0 marks 
Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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Sticky Note

AO3 - references context



Sticky Note

AO5: Attempts engage with an alternative argument



Sticky Note

Valid points but very limited reference to the text so far.







Sticky Note

AO3: Brief reference to context



Sticky Note

Some reference to other viewpoints (AO5)







Sticky Note

A commentary rather than an analysis











Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3: Clear. Obvious knowledge but a commentaryAO2: Band 2: See aboveAO3: Band 2 - describesAO5: Band 2: Some engagement but limited
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Candidate A







Sticky Note

Perceptive point



Sticky Note

Using context to build point. This is fine even though context is not assessed. This sometimes helps to create a perceptive point



Sticky Note

Perceptive point about narrative point of view. Rather than just stating it it is used to make a valid point







Sticky Note

AO2 - again another perceptive point which looks at the extract in a holistic way rather than line by line



Sticky Note

AO1 - interesting point - unusual



Sticky Note

Sounds AO2 point



Sticky Note

AO1: Band 5 - perceptive in places (context helps to access this Band)AO2 - Band 4 - sound points







Sticky Note

Engages with question straight away.



Sticky Note

Fully engaged. Holistic overview







Sticky Note

AO2: Clear



Sticky Note

AO2 - sound







Sticky Note

AO1: Band 5 - perceptive point



Sticky Note

Embeds context



Sticky Note

Apt use of text to support point (AO2)







Sticky Note

Engages with critical view rather than just stating it



Sticky Note

Interesting point - AO1



Sticky Note

Sound use of two contrasting critical points (AO5) which the candidate then goes on to engage with
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Section A: Prose Fiction Pre-1900 
 
In the rubric for this section, in Part (i) tasks, candidates are required to analyse passages 
from the novels in depth, discussing how meanings are shaped. In Part (ii) responses, 
candidates are informed that they will need to show wider knowledge and understanding of 
their set novel, and take account of relevant contexts and different interpretations, even 
though this is not re-stated in each question.  
 
The following guidelines indicate where and how rewards can be earned and offer 
suggestions about the approaches candidates might take. When judging how much reward a 
candidate has earned under the different assessment objectives, examiners must consult 
the relevant assessment grid and look for a best fit which will then dictate a numerical mark. 
 


Section A: Mark allocation 
 


 AO1 AO2 AO3 A05 
Part (i) 


20 marks 10 10 - - 


Part (ii) 
40 marks 10 10 10 10 
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Q2 Charlotte Brontë: Jane Eyre (Penguin Classics) 
 


(i) Examine Brontë’s presentation of Mr Brocklehurst in this extract. [20] 
 


AO1 Informed responses will demonstrate clear knowledge of this extract .We will 
reward creatively engaged responses for thoughtful and personal rather than 
mechanical/ literal approaches. Understanding and application of concepts will be 
seen in the candidate’s awareness of the principles and conventions of prose 
fiction. Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as well 
as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an appropriate 
academic style and register. Credit will also be given for appropriate use of 
terminology. 
 
In Band 1 we should see some understanding of the character and situation with 
some broad and probably asserted ideas. Band 2 responses will be more 
engaged and organised and should show some grasp of the concepts which 
underpin writing of this sort. Band 3 work will maintain a more consistently 
relevant focus with clearly expressed ideas. In Bands 4 and 5 there will be 
evidence of secure knowledge and understanding of relevant concepts combined 
with an increasingly perceptive and fluent discussion. 
 


AO2 Some of the features of the extract which candidates might choose for analysis 
include: 
 


• overview: – candidates are likely to engage with Brocklehurst as a symbol 
of male and religious dominance 


• repetition of imperatives e.g. ‘Place the child upon it.’ 
• juxtaposition of Brocklehurst’s commanding tone and Jane’s panicky first 


person narration 
• presentation of Brocklehurst as unfeeling/unemotional/cruel – metaphor of 


‘marble’ etc. 
 
Band 1 responses are likely to be descriptive/narrative/explanatory in approach 
and might identify basic features such as first person narrative without further 
discussion. In Band 2 there should be some response to the way the extract is 
constructed with efforts to support ideas. In Band 3 we should see some clear 
ideas about form and language choices which are used to present character/tone/ 
mood etc. In Bands 4 and 5 there will be increasing evidence of effective analysis 
of technique and detailed critical understanding of the ways Brontë has made 
meaning. 
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(ii) Consider the view that, “In Jane Eyre Brontë encourages her readers to 
think critically about religion.” In your response, you must make close 
reference to at least two other parts of the novel. [40] 
 


AO1 We will reward coherent, well-structured, relevant responses to the viewpoint 
where candidates have engaged in a clear, well-organised and effective discourse 
which they have written in an academic style and register. Credit will also be 
given for appropriate use of terminology and an awareness of the conventions of 
prose fiction. 
 
Band 1 responses will tend to narrate sections of the novel and describe 
characters/settings/events in order to demonstrate knowledge and understanding 
of the text at a superficial level. In Band 2 there may be flaws in focus and 
organisation but we should see some understanding of the concepts underpinning 
the ideas in the viewpoint. Band 3 work should demonstrate relevant engagement 
with the text, task and key concepts while in Bands 4 and 5 we should see an 
increasingly confident, well-informed and perceptive discussion. 
 


AO2 In their analysis of the ways meanings are shaped in Jane Eyre in engaging with 
the viewpoint through narrative techniques and language choices, candidates 
might draw upon the following: 
 


• overview: candidates may wish to engage and debate with the idea of 
‘critically’ and how far Bronte is critical of religion. 


• could choose to discuss the way the more ‘religious’ characters such 
as Mr Brocklehurst and St John are presented in a negative light. Mr 
Brocklehurst as he is cruel to those who are weaker than him and St 
John as his religious fervor leads to his own suffering. 


• could choose to focus on Jane and the idea that she refuses to follow 
the established (Christian) path set out for her (subservient wife for 
example) 


• could use setting to support points – the description of Lowood (an 
evangelical Christian charity school) as both a site of freedom and 
repression. 


 
In Band 1, narrative/descriptive responses are likely to choose one or more 
examples of passage with a link to religion with only broad support/reference. In 
Band 2, we should see the start of points about authorial techniques with valid 
support. Band 3 writing should demonstrate a grasp of the significance of form 
(such as third person narrative and the use of dialogue) while in Bands 4 and 5 
we should see increasingly detailed and confident discussion of these matters 
and some more subtle aspects of prose style such as the creation of tone and 
atmosphere through language choices. 
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AO3 We are likely to see reference to a range of relevant contexts and their influence 
upon the ways in which Brontё presents religion either in a critical or positive way 
and the ways in which different audiences understand this presentation. 
Candidates are likely to draw upon some of the following which will need to be 
integrated relevantly into their discussions: 
 


• status/dependency of females and C19th notions of marriage 
• status of orphans and poor relations 
• C19th notions of charity  
• C19th attitudes towards mental illness  
• C19th religious attitudes and values 
• finance/wealth/inheritance. 
• ideas of Empire/colonialism. 


 
In Band 1 we might see accounts/descriptions of one or more contextual points 
which are not related to task or supported by text. In Band 2 there should be 
some clear understanding of the ways issues such as those above are significant 
in the shaping of this text. In Band 3 we should see a wider approach to contexts 
and clear appreciation of their influence upon the text. In Bands 4 and 5 there will 
be an increasingly confident discussion and analysis of the ways in which 
accurately identified/understood contexts influence the novel. 
 


AO5 Candidates may approach AO5 in 3 ways: 
 


• by debating alternative ideas and multiple readings of the material they 
have chosen from Jane Eyre 


• by engaging with critical material including specific references to and 
quotations from other readers 


• a combination of both of the above. 
 
We will reward sensible and supported alternative readings of aspects of Jane 
Eyre which are relevant to the viewpoint/presentation of religion and we will give 
credit for reference to relevant critical views – especially when the candidate has 
used a critical reading to develop a personal approach to Brontё’s presentation of 
religion. 
 
Band 1 responses might assert different views without discussion or present 
quotations from critical sources which are not relevant to the task. In Band 2 we 
should see evidence of candidates’ awareness of plural readings and towards the 
top of the Band we could see critical views applied although they are unlikely to 
be fully assimilated into the candidate’s personal approach. In Band 3, the 
recognition of different readings and the use of critical material should be relevant 
to the candidate’s argument. In Bands 4 and 5, we should see increasing 
confidence and expertise in the ways different readings are used to contribute to 
candidates’ arguments and understanding of the text. 
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Component 1 Section A (i) 
 


Band 


AO1 
Articulate informed, personal and 


creative responses to literary texts, 
using associated concepts and 


terminology, and coherent, accurate 
written expression 


10 marks 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings 


are shaped in texts 
 
 
 


10 marks 


5 


9-10 marks 
• Perceptive discussion of texts 
• Very well developed argument. 
• Confident grasp of concepts and apt 


use of terminology. 
• Accurate, fluent expression. 


9-10 marks 
• Detailed critical understanding of 


writers’ techniques to create 
meaning. 


• Confident and apt textual support. 


4 


7-8 marks 
• Clearly informed discussion of texts. 
• Effectively structured argument. 
• Secure grasp of concepts and secure 


and sensible use of terminology.  
• Expression generally accurate and 


clear.  


7-8 marks 
• Sound analysis and evaluation of 


writers’ techniques to create 
meaning. 


• Appropriate and secure textual 
support. 


3 


5-6 marks 
• Engages with texts and response is 


mostly relevant to question.  
• Some sensible grasp of key concepts.  
• Generally appropriate terminology.  
• Expression tends to be accurate and 


clear, but there may be lapses.  


5-6 marks 
• Clear grasp of writers’ use of 


structure, form and language to 
create meaning. 


• Generally clear and appropriate 
textual support.  


2 


3-4 marks 
• Attempts to engage with texts and 


organise material, though not always 
relevant to question. 


• Some, not always relevant use of 
concepts and terminology.  


• Expression may feature inaccuracies. 


3-4 marks 
• Can make some basic points about 


use of structure, form and language 
to create meaning. 


• Can support some points by 
reference to texts. 


1 


1-2 marks 
• Understands texts at a superficial or 


literal level.  
• Offers some ideas about texts.   
• Shows some grasp of basic 


terminology, though this may be 
occasional.  


• Errors in expression and lapses in 
clarity.  


1-2 marks 
• May identify a few basic stylistic 


features. 
• May offer narrative/descriptive 


comment on texts. 
• Occasional textual support.  


0 
0 marks 


• Response not credit worthy or not 
attempted. 


0 marks 
• Response not credit worthy or not 


attempted. 
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Component 1 Section A (ii) 
 


Band 


AO1 
Articulate informed, personal and creative 


responses to literary texts, using associated 
concepts and terminology, and coherent, 


accurate written expression 
10 marks 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are 


shaped in texts 
 
 


10 marks 


AO3 
Demonstrate understanding of the 


significance and influence of the contexts 
in which literary texts are written and 


received 
10 marks 


AO5 
Explore literary texts 
informed by different 


interpretations 
 


10 marks 


5 


9-10 marks 
• Perceptive discussion of texts 
• Very well developed argument. 
• Confident grasp of concepts and apt use of 


terminology. 
• Accurate, fluent expression. 


9-10 marks 
• Detailed critical understanding of 


writers’ techniques to create 
meaning. 


• Confident and apt textual support. 


9-10 marks 
• Perceptive discussion of significance 


and influence of context in question 
focus. 


• Confident analysis of wider context in 
which play is written and received. 


9-10 marks 
• Confident and informed 


discussion of other 
relevant interpretations. 


4 


7-8 marks 
• Clearly informed discussion of texts. 
• Effectively structured argument. 
• Secure grasp of concepts and secure and 


sensible use of terminology.  
• Expression generally accurate and clear. 


7-8 marks 
• Sound analysis and evaluation of 


writers’ techniques to create 
meaning. 


• Appropriate and secure textual 
support. 


7-8 marks 
• Sound appreciation of significance and 


influence of context in question focus. 
• Sound analysis of wider context in 


which play is written and received 


7-8 marks 
• Makes clear and 


purposeful use of other 
relevant interpretations. 


3 


5-6 marks 
• Engages with texts and response is mostly 


relevant to question.  
• Some sensible grasp of key concepts.  
• Generally appropriate terminology.  
• Expression tends to be accurate and clear, 


but there may be lapses.  


5-6 marks 
• Clear grasp of writers’ use of 


structure, form and language to 
create meaning. 


• Generally clear and appropriate 
textual support.  


5-6 marks 
• Clear grasp of the importance of 


context in question focus. 
• Clear grasp of wider context in which 


play is written and received. 


5-6 marks 
• Makes use of other 


relevant interpretations. 


2 


3-4 marks 
• Attempts to engage with texts and organise 


material, though not always relevant to 
question. 


• Some, not always relevant use of concepts 
and terminology.  


• Expression may feature inaccuracies. 


3-4 marks 
• Can make some basic points about 


use of structure, form and 
language to create meaning. 


• Can support some points by 
reference to texts. 


3-4 marks 
• Can acknowledge the importance of 


contexts 
• Makes some connections between 


play and contexts 


3-4 marks 
• Can acknowledge that 


texts may be interpreted 
in more than one way.  


1 


1-2 marks 
• Understands texts at a superficial or literal 


level.  
• Offers some ideas about texts. 
• Shows some grasp of basic terminology, 


though this may be occasional.  
• Errors in expression and lapses in clarity.  


1-2 marks 
• May identify a few basic stylistic 


features. 
• May offer narrative/descriptive 


comment on texts. 
• Occasional textual support.  


1-2 marks 
• May describe basic context in question 


focus. 
• May describe wider context in which 


play is written and received. 


1-2 marks 
• Can describe other 


views with partial 
understanding. 


0 
0 marks 


• Response not credit worthy or not 
attempted. 


0 marks 
• Response not credit worthy or not 


attempted. 


0 marks 
• Response not credit worthy or not 


attempted. 


0 marks 
• Response not credit 


worthy or not attempted. 
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Section B: Prose fiction post-1900


Answer one question in this section.


In your response you are required to:


• analyse how meanings are shaped
• demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which literary 


texts are written and received 
• show how different interpretations have informed your reading.


Or,


“In A Room with a View, Forster persuades us that any hope for the future lies with the 
young.” How far do you agree with this statement?  [40]0 9


Turn over.
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Or, 
Jean Rhys: Wide Sargasso Sea (Penguin Classics)


“The role of the husbands in Wide Sargasso Sea is to expose the faults of the Victorian 
male.” How far do you agree with this view of the novel? [40]


Or,


How far do you agree that “in Wide Sargasso Sea, Rhys presents us with a fragmented 
and broken world”?   [40]


END OF PAPER
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1 3












Sticky Note

AO5: Engages with and debates the view in the question. doesn't just repeat it.







Sticky Note

Embeds criticism



Sticky Note

Sound integration of context - relates it directly to a character







Sticky Note

AO5 - clear use - but not yet fully engaging



Sticky Note

Expression is problematic here



Sticky Note

AO5 - sound engagement with the criticism given. 







Sticky Note

AO5 - goes back to the criticism to more fully engage with it



Sticky Note

AO1/AO5 - pulls counter argument back to the question. This is important in order to secure the top bands.







Sticky Note

AO1: Band 5: Confident lines of argument are offered and developed.AO2: Sound use of textAO3: Sound use of textAO5: Perceptive use - used to build and develop.



























































































Candidate C







Sticky Note

Basic bordering on sensible (AO1)



Sticky Note

Clear analysis (AO2)







Sticky Note

AO1: More thoughtful here.







Sticky Note

AO1: Works hard at this and pushes into low Band 4AO2: Clear/sensible. Band 3.



Sticky Note

Continues with the extract. THis is not really a productive way of approaching the question



Sticky Note

Assertive







Sticky Note

AO5: Very general reference here. Would have been more productive to have specified the type of reader and then developed a more specific reading depending on the reader



Sticky Note

AO5: Attempts to offer an alternative reading



Sticky Note

AO1: Candidate is still on the extract. Although this doesn't mean that they will have marks taken away it does mean that they are unable to move up the bands







Sticky Note

AO3/AO5 - attempts but very vague







Sticky Note

AO1: JUST Band 3 - a lot of the extract.AO2: Band 2 - often generalised and implicit reference to the text,AO3: Limited. Band 1AO5: Band 2. Attempts but very general,
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Or,
Charlotte Brontë: Jane Eyre (Penguin Classics)


Read the extract below and answer the questions which follow.


‘Fetch that stool,’ said Mr. Brocklehurst, pointing to a very high one from which a monitor 
had just risen: it was brought.


‘Place the child upon it.’


And I was placed there, by whom I don’t know. I was in no condition to note particulars. I 
was only aware that they had hoisted me up to the height of Mr. Brocklehurst’s nose, that 
he was within a yard of me, and that a spread of shot orange and purple silk pelisses, 
and a cloud of silvery plumage extended and waved below me.


Mr. Brocklehurst hemmed.


‘Ladies,’ said he, turning to his family; ‘Miss Temple, teachers, and children, you all see 
this girl?’


Of course they did; for I felt their eyes directed like burning-glasses against my scorched 
skin.


‘You see she is yet young; you observe she possesses the ordinary form of childhood; 
God has graciously given her the shape that He has given to all of us; no single deformity 
points her out as a marked character. Who would think that the Evil One had already 
found a servant and agent in her? Yet such, I grieve to say, is the case.’


A pause — in which I began to steady the palsy of my nerves, and to feel that the 
Rubicon was passed, and that the trial, no longer to be shirked, must be firmly sustained.


‘My dear children,’ pursued the black marble clergyman with pathos, ‘this is a sad, a 
melancholy occasion; for it becomes my duty to warn you that this girl, who might be 
one of God’s own lambs, is a little castaway — not a member of the true flock, but 
evidently an interloper and an alien. You must be on your guard against her; you must 
shun her example — if necessary, avoid her company, exclude her from your sports, 
and shut her out from your converse. Teachers, you must watch her: keep your eyes on 
her movements, weigh well her words, scrutinise her actions, punish her body to save 
her soul — if, indeed, such salvation be possible, for (my tongue falters while I tell it) this 
girl, this child, the native of a Christian land, worse than many a little heathen who says 
its prayers to Brahma and kneels before Juggernaut — this girl is — a liar!’


Now came a pause of ten minutes, during which I — by this time in perfect possession 
of my wits — observed all the female Brocklehursts produce their pocket-handkerchiefs 
and apply them to their optics, while the elderly lady swayed herself to and fro, and the 
two younger ones whispered, ‘How shocking!’  


 (i) Examine Brontë’s presentation of Mr. Brocklehurst in this extract. [20]


 (ii) Consider the view that “in Jane Eyre, Brontë encourages her readers to think 
critically about religion.” In your response, make close reference to at least two 
other parts of the novel.  [40]


Turn over.
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Sticky Note

Repeats question. Would be more productive to offer an overview of the Line of Argument(s) the candidate intends to pursue.



Sticky Note

Needs to get to the text - a lot of implicit reference







Sticky Note

Some clear reference to the text 







Sticky Note

AO2 - some clear analysis







Sticky Note

SOme clear use of context (AO3) - although would have been more productive to have embedded this rather than put it at the end



Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3 - clearAO2: Band 3 - clearAO5: Band 3 - some clearAO5: Engages with the view in the question but fairly limited. Band 2











